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TEACHER’S  
EDITION

Kaplan Foundations: ACT & SAT Prep equips students with the skills and 
strategies needed to close the college readiness knowledge gap. This first 
step in ACT, SAT, or PSAT preparation reinforces essential content knowl-
edge while introducing students to test-like questions and test-taking 
strategy. This comprehensive program prepares students for college-lev-
el content-readiness through a systematic instructional apporach that 
scaffolds instruction in order to develop students’ content knowledge and 
test-taking strategy. This course can be taught by Kaplan-certified instruc-
tors or your teachers. 

 � Modular lessons are closely aligned to both ACT, SAT, or PSAT content to support student mastery as they begin prepa-
ration for college entrance exams. 

 � Foundations: ACT & SAT Prep provides a valuable precursor to test-strategy courses for struggling students and is recom-
mend prior to skill and strategy courses in order to remediate content-area deficits and maximize strategy instruction.

 � This program includes two books that cover the fundamentals of college readiness; one Math and Science-compre-
hension book and one ELA and Writing book. 

 � Includes Progress Check assessments per subject book which provide students with test-like practice and allow teach-
ers to monitor progress and analyze skill gaps.

 � For Your Teachers: The robust Teacher’s Edi-
tion includes detailed teachers notes in order 
to support a differentiated and engaging 
instructional approach. 

6 Unit One:  Introductor y Algebra

PREPARE

thE KaPlaN MEthOD fOr Math

step 1: read the question, identifying and organizing important information as 
you go

•	 what information am I given? Look in the question stem and in the answer choices for the 
info you need.

•	 separate the question from the context. Cross out any info you don’t need to solve the 
question.

•	 how are the answer choices different? The answer choices can help you choose the best 
method for solving the question.

•	 should I label or draw a diagram? Sketch a diagram if you need one. If a figure is provided, 
label it with info from the question.

step 2: Choose the best strategy to answer the question

•	 look for patterns. Before you start time-consuming math, check for shortcuts.

•	 Pick numbers or use straightforward math. You can pick numbers when questions that 
describe relationships between quantities don’t provide specific values (like percentages).

step 3: Check that you answered the right question

•	 Review the question stem.

•	 Check units of measurement.

•	 Double-check your work.

 h e l p f u l  h i n t

Questions may ask you for quantities like x + 1 or the product of x and y. Be careful on these questions! 

They often include tempting answer choices that correspond to the value of x or y individually. 

Take a moment at the end of every question to make sure you’re answering the right question.
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PRACTICE

Use the Kaplan Method as you apply the same approach to answer the following questions. 
Use the hints provided as needed.

This passage is about the history and development 
of contemporary Hawaiian quilts.

Contemporary Hawaiian quilts, such as those 
created by Helen Friend, reflect an eclectic blend of 
early American quilt making, Hawaiian tradition, 
island imagery, spiritual influences, current events, 
and modern vision. Helen Friend, a recognized 
contemporary Hawaiian artist, produces quilted 
artwork inspired by nature’s power, Hawaii’s natural 
environment, present-day concerns, and historic 
textiles. Her quilt titled I ka Ho’okumuana (In the 
Beginning) depicts an aerial view of an erupting 
volcano constructed of appliquéd red flames set 
against a background of black fabric. This quilt 
embraces both the past and the future; it clearly 
falls within the rubric of the traditional Hawaiian 
quilt, but at the same time challenges conventional 
boundaries.

  The first and last sentences of intro-
ductory paragraphs often provide 
information about the central idea. 

¶ 1: ________________________________________

In the 1800s, Hawaiian women fashioned 
decorative bed coverings, called kapa moe, which 
were constructed from multiple layers of tapa, a 
paper-like fabric crafted from mulberry bark. The 
top layer of tapa was often dyed and decorated with 
beautiful geometric designs. With the arrival of 
missionaries from New England in 1920, Hawaiian 
quilters were introduced to American materials, 
methods, and designs. The missionaries taught the 
native women about both patchwork and appliquéd 
quilting. In patchwork quilting, designs on the 
quilt’s top layer are created by piecing small bits of 
fabric together to form patterns. These patterns are 
then overstitched with contrasting designs. With 
appliquéd quilts, the quilt’s top layer is  decorated 

with pieces of fabric cut to form images and 
 designs. While many patchwork quilts incorporate 
small geometric shapes in various colors aligned to 
35 form larger geometric shapes, appliquéd quilting 
allows quilters to depict more natural shapes and 
images.

  The third sentence of this para-
graph highlights the central idea. 

¶ 2: ________________________________________

apply your passage map notes to the follow-
ing questions: 

1. The author suggests which of the follow-
ing about the work of Helen Friend  
(lines 1–5)?

A) Her work should be cherished as 
exquisite examples of traditional 
Hawaiian needlework.

B) She integrates traditional culture, 
early American needlework, and 
modern imagery.

C) She includes designs symbolic of 
the natural flora and fauna of New 
England.

D) She adopts designs inspired by early 
American patchwork quilts.

  Use information in the noted lines 
to figure out what the author 
thinks.

Line
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Content that allows teachers to support students with grade-level content mastery. 

What You Get:
• Student and Teacher’s Edition Set:

 - Kaplan Foundations: ACT & SAT Prep - 
English Language Arts

 - Kaplan Foundations: ACT & SAT Prep - 
Math & Science 


